ABSTRACT. The strong improvements in information and communication systems as well as better transshipment technologies provide the platform for more efficient transport within interorganizational transport chains. Nevertheless these technologies do not automatically optimize systems based on routines and behavioral patterns, established over the last decades. Logisticians - in theory and practice - have to consider the field of behavioral science to describe and analyse transport problems regarding to involved actors' strategic behavior and social embeddedness, too. The objective of this paper is to illustrate behavioral aspects of supposed technical problems in interorganizational transport chains. Therefore, this paper analyses behavioral routines and governance structures in the interorganizational maritime transport chain using a case study, dealing with the generation and circulation of transport information at the earliest point available, so called "estimated time of arrival" (ETA).
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BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE - A NEW ASPECT IN LOGISTICS RESEARCH?

Behavioral science involves the systematic analysis and investigation of human behavior through controlled and naturalistic experimental observations and rigorous formulations [Klemke 1998]. Behavioral accounting for instance is an interdisciplinary approach of accounting to integrate the effect and usage of information on or from the information receiver. From the decision oriented perspective "behavioral", e.g. within behavioral accounting, stands for assumptions about the behavior of recipients or users in the considered behavioral field varying from standard economic assumptions like the homo economicus [Gillenkirch, Arnold 2008]. Behavioral finance takes its view on anomalies on both the market and the individual levels, concerning all processes of selection, acquisition and processing of decision-relevant information and downstream decision-making of market participants [Rapp 2000]. Like all behavioral sciences, finance assumes bounded rationality instead of rational behavior, limited by the human capability in information acquisition and processing capacity. Cognitive limitations prevent decision makers acting rational, as is assumed in Neoclassical Economic Theory. Furthermore, the aim is not the optimal solutions but offering a satisfying result [Müller 2003]. Including capacity restrictions and process errors in information handling emphasizes the interdisciplinary approaches in behavioral fields. Thus actor's behavior is not only explained with economics, but above all with means of psychological and sociological approaches. Besides the two named fields, behavioral science also includes approaches in the fields of economics, corporate finance, controlling, law and marketing [Gillenkirch, Arnold 2008]. Logistics - as an interface in
management and business administration - can be added to these fields and enrich the agenda of behavioral science. Transferring the approach and views to the field of logistics and especially interorganizational transport chain significantly is advancing both theory and practice of logistics and supply chain management.

For logistics and supply chain management - also for interorganizational transport chains - one aspect seems to be significant: Bounded rationality.

Taking a look to behavioral assumptions regarding to organization theories, relating to New Institutional Economics, bounded rationality - as bridge to cross functions within logistics and especially transport chains - is one of the similarities in theory of collective action, property rights theory and transaction costs theory, explaining the existence of market, organizations, governments, and contracts (see figure 1) [Hazeu 2000].
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Fig. 1. Organization theories with their behavioral assumptions

Rys. 1. Teorie organizacji wraz z ich założeniami behawioralnymi

The behavior of one actor affects the behavior and business models of the others and vice versa, even if not in direct transport interaction. Due to its international configuration, for behavioral aspects especially the maritime transport chain is suitable as an example for interorganizational transport chain.

BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS IN INTERORGANIZATIONAL TRANSPORT CHAINS

_The maritime transport chain - A behavioral view_

In maritime transport chains locally acting, economically independent actors that are partially in competition with each other, and operate in different business models (e.g. Carrier's Haulage and Merchant's Haulage) on the market, have to make decisions about infrastructure with high fixed cost. Neither one integrated service provider can cover the entire transport chain, nor a cooperation between actors is sufficient enough, to ensure efficient processes along the chain and secure a coordinated behavior.

Figure 2 shows the maritime transport chain and the environment (macro level) covering the actors. The respective business models of the actors (as partial models) are in mutual interaction for customer service (e.g. transport capacity, price and lead times) and cannot be combined in a total model. However, the different business models also have an effect on the other actors involved and thus form dynamically changing cause-effect relationships depending on actors' reactions and behavior. With a combination of dynamic and explanatory methods, such as agent-based modelling and system dynamics, these dependencies can be captured, but have to be complemented with behavioral aspects.
"ETA" in interorganizational maritime transport chains

The maritime transport chain has a heterogeneous structure in nature. The various actors - deep sea carrier, short sea shipper, ocean freight forwarder, port terminals, freight operators, rail companies, hinterland terminals, road and barge carrier and container depots - could be named as agents who their inevitable functional role in the logistics chain must be coordinated without interfere with their target self-interest and business concepts [Roorda et al 2010]. This structure has effected high distribution of tasks and thus needs seamless flow of information leading to a very high demand on interorganisational coordination between the actors.

Production industry already implemented planning and simulation concepts such as Manufacturing and Enterprise Resource Planning (MRP I/II and ERP) and Supply Chain Management (SCM) [Rönkkö et al 2007]. In trade Efficient Consumer-Response (ECR) and Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) was implemented for information at the point of sale in real time [Corsten, Gabriel 2004]. One of the important information that is missing along maritime transport chain is "estimated time of arrival" (ETA) of containers.

Sufficient and well structured freight flow information makes daily operations such as transport, transfer, handling and storage services which performed by logistics agents become more efficient. Established communication behaviors within the maritime transport chain are preventing a transparent information flow [Schuh 2006]. Besides agents which have roles in the beginning of the transport chain do not benefit directly from providing valuable information such as ETA and prevent innovation processes [Reichwald, Piller 2006].

Model of the maritime transport chain

Beside seaborne and inland waterways, the maritime transport network includes the junctions with other transport modes in the ports and the port's hinterland. In main-carriage, containers are moved by deep sea container vessels from a source to a destination terminal, in general from one continent to another. These terminals connect the hinterland with the seaports. The hinterland traffic includes all traffic of the pre- and on-carriage in maritime transport. These services are handled by rail, road and...
Barge carriers. Intermodal transport in hinterland is a successful value adding concept, combining the strengths of different transportation modes.

In a model view the complex divided interorganizational maritime transport chain can be reduced to discrete events, where queuing, batching and unbatching of containers as well as transport time are the main events. Figure 3 shows the transport of import containers from a source to a sink regarding the model design. From a source several smaller entities are batched into one container, a so called full container load (FCL). This procedure can be seen as a queue-and-batch-process, when certain entities form a newer larger one. The transport (here Carriage) is always symbolized by a certain time delay. After arriving at the terminal, this time the container is queued and batched with others to a container vessel load. In the destination terminal the container will be unbatched or unloaded and re-batched with others to a train, which transfers them into the port's hinterland. Unloaded, the container is transported over the last mile by truck and finally the smaller entities are unbatched in the sink.

The model shows, problems or delays in queuing on upstream level always take effect on the downstream queuing or batching. For instance, if a container won't reach the terminal in time, it cannot be loaded on the container vessel as planned on bay plan. The bay plan - plan for the stowage of containers, in which each bay on a container vessel is represented in a cross-sectional plan of the ship from bow to stern - sets in which order containers are to be stacked and how these stacks are spread along the vessel. Usually containers arriving too late will be stacked on top, but here weight restrictions and security problems, especially with dangerous goods possibly conflicting with neighbouring containers, are a significant problem.

Research question

As mentioned in the model of the maritime transport chain, queuing and batching processes are major parts in the whole chain. When certain actors are directly working together, without having a third party in between, their behavior and the combined transportation processes are forming routines.

Routines or multiple queuing processes are basing on common behavior, established over time. These implemented processes are already hard to split up and rebuild in newer more fitting processes,
when according only two actors. In heterogeneous interorganizational structures the grade of complexity is increasing the problem. Capacity restrictions and delays are crucial factors, when building efficient transport networks. These networks have to be understood as well in their total size from source to destination, where the sink is the source for the next transportation launch, as in the individual chain links with different business models of actors. Here normal economic approaches are not capable to cover the whole complexity of existing problems.

Thus the first research question can be formulated like: Which routines enable the generation of an ETA-information in the transport chain?

The problem of providing downstream status information and notifications to all involved actors for their capacity and handling planning has to be addressed by understanding the sociological and psychological aspects in maritime transport. Therefore governance structures have to cover the individual behavioral aspects by increasing company's control, e.g. by setting up integrated concern structures, or using multi-client enabled technical solutions as an incentive, such as neutral platforms.

The second research question is: With which governance structures the generated ETA-information can be circulated along the maritime transport chain?

CASE STUDY - NETWORKING OF SEA PORTS AND RAIL-BOUND INTERLAND TRAFFIC

Research Design

For understanding the individual communication behaviors and needs, expert interviews, workshops with the involved actors and especially round-table discussions with bringing all partners together at one table, were conducted. These processes are building the foundation for workshops to identify further problem fields and steps in developing the target concepts for later verification. In a first of two phases, interviews were already conducted. Further interviews are planned in a pending follow-on project. Although ETA-information was claimed by the involved partners' experts as highly valuable and needed for more efficiency within maritime transport chain, it took multiple round-table discussions to start the research work. The reason was that some actors were seeing ETA only as a benefit for others - at least in some cases.

Case - Hamburg maritime transport chain

As an initial situation, the long-term projected container handling volumes in the German seaports required improvements in resource management along the entire transport chain. Necessary participating actors such as deep sea carrier, a terminal, a rail operator and a railway company was needed. For this reason the Hapag-Lloyd, Hamburg Harbour Logistics Cooperation (HHLA), TFG Transfracht and Deutsche Bahn were brought together. The project focus was set on the performance improvements in the transport chain by increasing the reliability in the operational planning, based on a standardized and reliable data exchange at an early point. Primarily the ability of actors for creating, providing and using advancing notifications regarding anticipated ship arrivals and containers as well as initiating signal-based iterative check loops is being analysed. As a research topic the requirements for and benefits of ETA messages, for data exchange at the earliest point within a heterogeneous multi-modal transport chain, from a behavioral science view are addressed in the interviews.

For full consideration of the effects of ETA-messages both the import and export side have to be considered within the research project.

The partners of the joint project consider recent developments in the port environment and focus on the continuous synchronization between digital (e.g. status messages) and real (e.g. events along the transport chain) world. As a central challenge here the production, provision and use of advancing notifications are identified in the interviews. This situation results in a potential development of optimized business processes, including both import and export container streams.
On the import side a more reliable and faster advancing notification of the ship's ETA by the deep see carrier to the quay operators (terminal) is planned (see figure 4). Furthermore, a provision of the unloading intervals for import containers is provided by the quay operators. In addition, participation in the adjustment of standards for a port-IT platform is intended.

On the export side, the introduction of constant, timely and reliable reporting on the expected time of arrival of the train (ETA-rail) in the port (the port railway infrastructure) by the railway company to the quay operators, the shipping company and the port railway are planned (see figure 5).

Furthermore the railway company plans to submit the train mirror to quay operators with container data for exporting trains. This allows a match with the ship's departure and minimizes the time for the train data enrolment.

The provision of these messages has to end up in a check, using iterative loops between the railway company, the port railway and quay operators, to determine whether the container on the export train will reach the vessel in time or not. In addition, corporate decisions based on a guideline for process control (a design target sequence) can be developed, that rests on the reported data (ETA-ship and ETA-rail). The guideline intends to support the cooperation of actors (partners) within the
implementation and evaluation of activities and processes in supply chain. It also helps detecting exceptions and enabling quick responses in cooperation with the other actors.

The early recognition of critical states opens a small window of opportunities for additional actions. The strength of the guideline is particularly evident in the ability to detect whether train or ship delays can be classified as critical within the logistics process. This control improves capacity utilization.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

After conducting the first interview rounds, it could be shown, that ETA already can be provided within a concern structure or between independent partners. But concerning actors in a competitive relationship ETA could not been realized. This can be explained on the one hand by established centralised information structures, preventing lean communications, and on the other, that ETA generation will not be implemented by one actor, if the other is not implementing ETA, too. The fear of costs for implementing a solution, which seems useless at a moment when not or not already been established by other actors, leads to individual bounded rationality and thus still to a miss of valuable ETA-information. These behavioral aspects are as challenging as technical ones.

Regarding to the discrete model of the maritime transport chain on a first phase the import scope of the project ETA-ship is relevant. Both terminal and rail operator now have the information and can adjust their capacities when the containers will reach the terminal. The quay operator also gives unloading intervals to the rail operator (see figure 6). This further increases the control on production planning of the train in on-carriage.

According to the first research question, routines for enabling the generation of an ETA-information for the import container vessel have to be developed involving the project partners. If the deep sea carrier leaves the previous sea port in liner service the arrival or a possible delay in form of ETA-information has to be submitted. Together with other routines, all behavioral guidelines will be consolidated with business cases. Concerning the second research question; For circulating ETA-
information along the maritime transport chain, the project partners have to discuss and constitute possible common shared governance structures, because ETA of a ship is also valuable for the customer or container depot. In conclusion regarding above mentioned discussions, a structure for an implementation project plan will be developed.

The project plan and business cases for realisation of ETA will be implemented in an advanced model.

Alternative actions and further recommendation also will be discussed.
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LOGISTYKA BEHAWIORALNA – ANALIZA NAWYKÓW ZACHOWAŃ ORAZ SYSTEMÓW ZARZĄDZANIA W ŁAŃCUCHU TRANSPORTU MORSKIEGO OBEJMUJĄCEGO WIELE ORGANIZACJI

STRESZCZENIE. Istotny postęp w systemach informatycznych i komunikacyjnych jak i poprawa technologii stosowanej w transporcie tworzy platformę do ukształtowania bardziej efektywnego transportu w obrębie łańcucha transportowego obejmującego wiele jednostek organizacyjnych. Jednak nowe technologie nie zopytmalizują automatycznie systemów opartych na przyzwyczajeniach i pewnych wzorcach zachowań, wytworowych przez wiele lat. Logisty muszą posiadać wiedzę, zarówno teoretyczną jak i praktyczną, obejmującą m.in. dziedzinę dotyczącą zachowań społecznych, aby móc opisać i przeanalizować problemy występujące w transporcie, związane z zachowaniami i wzajemnymi relacjami społecznymi.
URL: http://www.logforum.net/vol6/issue3/no2

Das Ziel dieses Artikels ist es verhaltenswissenschaftliche Aspekte vermeintlich technischer Probleme in interorganisationalen Transportketten aufzuzeigen. Hierzu analysiert der Artikel die verhaltenswissenschaftlichen Routinen und Governance-Strukturen in der interorganisationalen maritimen Transportkette unter Verwendung einer Fallstudie, die sich mit der Bereitstellung und Zirkulation von Transportinformationen zum frühst möglichen Zeitpunkt, der sogenannten "estimated time of arrival" (ETA), beschäftigt.
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